Good Life Games
Sponsors
The 2018 Good Life Games will be our 39th year of
operation and will consist of twenty-four categories of
events and games. Whether you are a novice, expert, or
merely a weekend warrior, these games are designed for
you.
The 2018 Good Life Games are scheduled from early
February through early April with special Golf and Cycling
Events in November.
Good Life Games, Inc. is a non-profit 501 (c) (3)
registered Florida CH22531 charitable organization that
promotes healthy lifestyles and encourages adults 50+ to
enhance the value and vitality of their lives through
athletic and recreational competition, social events, and
volunteerism.
The Florida Sports Foundation plays a leadership role
in the organization and operation of all senior sports and
recreational activity for the state of Florida. The Good
Life Games is one of the 21 local qualifying organizations
throughout Florida that qualifies their top finishers to
participate in the annual Florida State Senior Games.
They also financially support our games via a Grant
program that pays for various activities necessary in the
successful operation of our games.
The National Senior Games Association is the
organization sanctioning the senior games and activities
played throughout the country in the individual state
competitions. The National Senior Games are held every
two years in the odd-numbered years for the state
qualifiers in the even-numbered years.

Transamerica is one of our most reliable
sponsors with a generous annual contribution to our
general operating fund. They also provide several
seasoned volunteers who do our measuring, scoring,
and recording for our Field Events. Their annual
participation in this otherwise hectic day of multiple
competitions is the primary reason for our success
in the operation of our Field Events.

which was recently voted as the number one beach
in the world is an added attraction to our out-oftown visitors participating in our games.
Freedom Square: Brookdale Senior Living, a
continuing care retirement community, (CCRC) in
Seminole is the host facility for our day of Mah
Jongg. They provide Breakfast and Lunch and a
beautiful facility for the players. Mah Jongg is one
of our most successful events with approximately
80 dedicated Mah Jongg players involved.
Largo Recreation Center hosts two Good Life
Games Events, Bag Toss and Washer Toss, with a
beautiful indoor venue. This provides an ambiance
for these events that is seldom found anywhere else.
The new Highland Recreation Center was dedicated
in 2010 and has become the center of sports and
recreational activities in Largo and the surrounding
Community.

By specializing in large-part plastic
injection molding, we solve unique
manufacturing challenges around the
world
We believe
diversification is our strength. In
service to a wide variety of industries,
we share our engineering, technology,
and knowledge across multiple products
and industries. Our goal is to put forth
products that deliver the highest value
without deviating from our cultural
values.

Senior programs provide the opportunity
to experience a strong sense of belonging and a
network of friends who provide support for
sustained health and well-being. The Highland
Recreation Center at 1005 South Highland Avenue
in Clearwater offers a large variety of athletic,
social, and recreational activities and has been a
valuable sponsor of the Good Life Game for years.

The city of Clearwater is instrumental in the
success of the Good Life Games as they provide
venues for 13 of our 24 events. Clearwater Beach

Living Well has been a Good Life Games Sponsor
throughout the years by publishing our games
schedule and continues to produce articles
featuring various activities and outstanding athletes.

